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ROBERT PEPI;IT XJARR1T RUT H TURNER TAPE #!4

RPW J: This is Tape # 14_ of a conversation wirith i'Jiss Ruth Turner, Cleve-

land, M"ay 7. Back to M iuirdahi and his plan for an ideal reconstruc-

tion of the south after the Civil Uar, you said you wrould not accept

even a rcuaranteed success of the plan, the compensation of the slave

holders for the ernancipation or to land holders for expropriated

land. Is that right?

RT: I said, as i recall it, that it wras a painful decision to nake,

and of course by token of my experience here in the movement, such

assurances whien delivered by certain people mean little. But given

the question as put, I guess I would_aainfully make the decision to

compensate. In other words, there are certain times wrhen I trill com-

promise with an ideal for the sake of another.

RPTiv: Isn't this a little bit like saying, I will compromise my ideal

for ttie sake of achieving my ideal?

RT : Um-h. It's a real contradiction. In fact, involvement In the

movement itself presents __many si ,_chontradictions.

RPW°J: Could you explain that, please.

RT: Yes. I believe we talked about it briefly before, the fact that

in the recent school demonstrations at the sites, we were put in the

position of saying that - well, it's not an exact parallel now, but

there is a co oromlise in ideal by sayin2 tb1 _ yaii're ready to sacri-

f ice human life for the sake of preserving; human life. And that was

in a sense wrha t we had said at the outset, and it's exactly what

happened. That is a kind of contradiction which you find yourself,

..
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that the immediate sacrifice is going to bring about something that

goes beyond the irmmediate. But in the process you are giving up

something valuable.

RPW: Some people I have put this iMuirdahl question to have felt ac-

tually insulted by it. Did you feel insulted by it?

RT: No, not insulted by it. I think it raises some very basic ques-

tions, the kinds of questions that we grapple with really daily in

the movement. Because this is not a cut and dried black and white,

it's a matter of cons-tant adjustment anca readjustment, a matter of

feeling at home with contradictions. And not too many people do tnat

e ly. I don!.

RPT: Let me ciange the topic a little bit. Going back to the ques-

tion of leadership, in all historical situations of mass moveaients or

revolutionary tendencies, there is a kind of tendency to overreaching.

Do you see this process now going on in tlne problem of Nlegro leader-

ship - an overreaching process in these bids for power or for policy?

RT: In a sense yes. I note in particular someone like Malcolm X,

who, well, actually, not really saying anything so very basically

different from ;hat we are - he's adding the dimension of the use of

violence ii' all else fails, and in a sense of course has an appeal

to an audience which is beset with frustrations, as Negroes are.

RPW: You were saying that i4alcolm X is an example of the overreach-

ing process.

RT: Well, let mae say that the solutions he spells out are attractive
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solutions. They are soltions to which I respond in moments of real

depression.

RPW: Excuse me. This includes the racial separation as part of the

policy - his policy you approve?

RT: No, I'm talking about the solution that he spelled out in Cleve-

land not too long ago, which was bailots versus bullets, or the ballot

or the bullet, aaking the point that if the ballot didn't work pretty

soon that the bullet would follow.

RPWrJ: Will the bullet work?

RT: Well, let :ie say that those of us who are involved in organizing

a community - at least I feel a heavy responsibility to that cot-rtunity

and I feel that any time I organize around the bullet phase I'rn ask-

ing for something that can approach nmass ex;termination and terefore

is a much too risky business for me to try to organize anybody around

- I think that it is courting disaster.

Rij: This is one of those wild sort of speculative questions - if

you could by an act of will without having to watch

the consequences - no pain - exterminate all white citizens ai the

U.S.A., would you do it?

RT: No, I am - I pride myself on being a humanitarian. I would not

want to resort to the methods that inhumane people use.

I RPWrJ: This wouldn't be inhumane. They would die like that, w-rithout

ever knowing it, simultaneously.

RT: Well, you still have human problems left. I don't think that
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there is any "like that" solution to the problem of living on earth

with people of different kinds of temperaments and what have you.

RPW: Suppose you could get rid of - another hypothetical question -

like you stipulated, all be gone like that - quick - with a finger.

Would you do it?

RT: No. Because they will have existed, and you can't wipe the

memory or the fact that they had existed out of a lot of people's

minds. You would have to cope with that for the rest of your life,

and I think that would present as I think Germany is in the process

of discovering, some very basic and real questions ana problems to

exterminating a people or a group of people doesn't solve it. It

doesn't solve the basic human problem of man having to live with man,

and in fact the very fact that you use tiat kind of method compli-

cates the problem of living together.

RFW: Do you see ir. Bronson as an exaimple of the overreach in the

power bid or the policy bid.

RT: That Bronson who was involved in the stall-ins? I think - get-

ting back to a point we raised before, any effective and - I hate to

use the word responsible because it's so mris-used, but any effective

leader, any committed and dedicated leader has got to have his foot

with the commmunity at the same time hers making a step ahead of them.

And if you are not making and taking pains to keep in touch twith the

community every step along the way, I think you're overreaching them.

RPW: What about the kind of touch with trhe white community. What
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relation is tihat - do you really have to that? Is there some problem

here too?

RT: You mean in terms of keeping in touch with them? Yes. Clearly

there is a problem with that. But the fact is ttiat we do have a

community to which tie respond and whicih responds to us. W.°e can't

expect to bring the whole community along at the same time, because

we're all at differert levels of awareness and different experience

development. So tinat as long as we are in touch with a cormunity

I feel as though .we're still fulfillingt our obligations as leaders.

If we reach the point where we no longer speak to any or speak £ or

any or with any, tthen I think we are no longer leaders that I would

like to call myself.

RPVJd: Do you distinguish between two linus of demonstrations, say,

those of general dissatisfaction and those with spefic targets or

objectives?

RT: Yes, 1 imagine there are different - yes, there are probably

'those two different lkinas of demonstra tions.

RPlWd: W7ould you say one is legitimate and tine other isn't?

RT: THTo, I wijould never make tbat dis'cinction. I think we'd have to

evaluate each demonstration on its own Lace.

RPW: 2hhe random expression of feeling is potentially as useful as the

: channelized piloted demonstration - is that it?

RT: Let me say in terms of bringing about change, clearly tihe con-

/ structive and targeted and channeled demonstration aims at something,
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is perhaps more useful. The random demonstration of feeling, how-

ever, may convince in those communities where the power structure

of the leaders are not convinced, the intensity of the feeling in

the general cortnnity about these problems.

RPW: What do you tiink of Abraham Lincoln, Miss Turner?

RT: I believe - I have always wanted to study the history of and

the life of Abraham Lincoln because I believe that unfortunately

much of that is passed on about him is not true. I in fact have

some evidence to that effect, but Lincoln shared in ;zany ways the

same prejudices and feelings that his counterparts did.

RPW: If he did, how does that affect your feeling sabout him and

about the Trch on Washington and the ceremony at his monument?

RT: Well, it means to me that - I take a rather different view of

such heroes, so-called. I feel that American history has vastly

distorted their position, although I think that ne was the lian of

the time to commit a very important historical act, it's not really

that relevant. How I feel about him personally nevertheless, be-
'_ _----
cause I am aware of tae distortion that has taken place in the

American iistory books generally, I arim sensitive to an overrating of

cny individual.

RPM: What do you think of William Lloyd Garrison?

RT: He's a mhan u ho also performed an important historical function,

and I have to evaluate him in terms of the function he performed. I

have no feelings about him as a man except that he did a job and he

did it well.
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RPW: What view did he take of the Negro after the Civil dar, do

you know that?

RT: The Negro ater the Civil War I think in terms of what hap-

pened during Reconstruction, the fact that riany of them attempted

at least to begin to take their part in the cormmunity, were elected

to legislature anu some cases -

RPI: I'm sorry - I meant Garrison's behavior after the Civil War.

RT: Oh, Itm not qualified to comment on that, "r. Warren.

RPc: X'Jhat about Robert . Lee. How do you view him? What kind of

an estimate of character would you give us on that?

SRT: As I said, Itn not really concerned about my own feelings about

a personal rman and his personal abilities and qualities. I am con-

cerned about thie historical role thaw he played. Lee's role t"as one

that I do not respect.

RPW: How do you see his role that you Qon't respect ?

RT: I think he was a leader in an action which was devisive and

destructive. I think that his role as a general of the Confederate

Army did not work in tae best interests of history, and I have

evaluated it as such.

RPW: You'd like a bad man on the right side of history rather than

a good man on the wzrong side, is thac it -:

RT: Lo, Itm not going to say that.

RPW: Well, actually you just said it.

RT: Well, in this particular case -
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RFW: L iake it general now. Letts dont creep out ol it.

RT: O.K. , wrill say that a bad man who performs an important his-

torical function has to be judged on -cte basis of the function he

performed.

RPW: A homicidal zaniac in a good causo is more to be ad:mrired than

a decent icealist wJho's backing the wJrong horse historically, is

that it?

RT: I would say that Itm being not really a historian out not being

a novelist or soieono concerned with ucreonalities, I ;could L've to

look at it in t~ia' way.

RPiMJ: Tt being concerned with personalities? n ell, that means not

I bein " concerned with imoral values, doesn't it?

RT: ieli, 1 cion't - ou know, you rmake a distinction here anc. I'm

not going 'co g;o along with it, mak ing a distinction betw-teen a lper-

sonality anu tiUG role he performs. 1i thinl> that tize personality has

an effect on tio role he performs. In other words, if it had been a

bad man w-aho w~ras in Lincoln's position ho couldn't have performed the

I role that Lincoln did. The two are very rmuch connected.

RPiti : i"Why coulan't io have signed a declaration - tihe emancipation

proclamation as a w-tar measure? M iany b ad .ien w~rent along withl1 it.

T: 'Nell, let ac put it this way. If a iiitler had been sitting in

Lincoln's seat, riitler with his own particular and peculiar psycho-

logical makeup, oven in view of the fact that that was the need of

the time, r.itler nay not have signed it.

RPIM: He might not - no. But let's assume that he would have. There's
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a reasonable and effective war measure.

RT: Then I'd also have to evaluate the other things that Hitler did.

I'm not only talking about a man as he exhibits himself in one parti-

cular act. I mean, his time on earth is going to be - he's going to

do a lot oi' things wrong, you see. 3ut I am judging the important

acts in terms of their effect on history.

RPW: What about Thomas Jefferson. Hlow do you feel about him? ie

was a slave holders.

RT: He was, but he also performed a very important historical func-

tion. I think Thomas Jefferson was a wise man. .gain, like Lincoln,

he shared many of the prejudices anci attitudes of his time. I am

concerned primarily at this point, though, with his historical func-

tion and the effect he had on the process, realizing that he was one

of many who shared the same attitudes.

RPW: If he were abandoning moral absolutes anci going into :atters of

historical relativity, aren't we?

RT: Yes, in a sense we are. Although itm still not leaving out the

role of goodness and badness as it relates to the way a man carries

out his historical function.

RPW: :Most revolutions - well, all revolutions I guess in the past

have been directed toward the liquidation of a class or regime, haven't

they?

RT: Yes, I thine that's right.

RPWi: If the Negro revolution is a revolution, what's it liquidating?
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RT: I think it's liquidating something quite different , and I think

thatts why this is a quite different Nind of revolution. It's

liquidating injustices. I don't think those injustices are carried

Snecessarily by a particular class of people in this country. I think,

although it is quito true that the wealthy are in control, I don't

think the problems to be solved are in liquidating the wealthy, but

I may say tie class of people who are nowr in a position of power.

Were talking aere about basic and funuanental changes that nave to

take place taroug;hout the fabric of our society. That goes beyond

class.

RPG: It's sometimes said that hate and hope are the great rotive

powers o' social change. What about that in relation to the present

s ituation?

Rr: Hate arid hope? I would say that in the particular moverient in

which I am involved, hate doesn't have much function. Hope does.

Despair does. If you're acting on despair with hope - actin; on

frustration with hope. None of us roally have time to hate. It's

too all-consuming. Simjlarly, we don't have time to love, not in

any inten~ r onraJ __ inrd. oLway.

RPW J: Do you mean in the ordinary sense of personal affections?
RT: That's right. cept as they develop through a working; rea-

tionship. Wi°e're talking about another level here -

perhaps, using the Christian phrase - talking about something that

really isn't as intense as hate and lovo as we usually use those

words.
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RPWrJ: How far do you follow Dr. King - Iartin Luther Ding's view of

the philosophy of non-violence?

RT: I'm not a committed pacifist, nor do 1 adopt non-violence as a

philosophy of life. I will not carry it no matter what. I feel

that I - adopt non-violerne presently as a tactical necessary philo-

sophy, but I rill not take it as an ultimate and an absolute.

RPW : Do ou thinky Dr. King's influence in the north is now w~aninl?( 7' do I do oecause I do not feel he addresses himseli' to the

problems, the basic problems that nortizerners in a sense are in a

better position to grapple with than southerners.

RP:: Do you feel --- is socially retarded, is that it?

RT: ITo, i just thzinkt he is not politically aware and sensitive.

i R U . Zoulcd this fact bring the result of living in a more primitive

social order - is that the point?

SRT: No, this fact being the result 01' having to cope with such basic

' i problems as the ..fore important general implications of that problem1s
/E

escape you. lot being able to see the forest for the trees. Also,

° J the certain personality makeup - I don't think he's a politican, nor

do T think he thinks like one. I thinky you have to, because we are

playing in a sense a game of power, ana we have to understand the

dimensions and the implications 01' it.

RPWiv: ,That hind of power does a Negro have to negotiate from? W ,ill

you explain theat to mie please?

RT: I thinlk he has certain amount of political power to use in a

balance of power kind of way. I thinky he has a great amount of eceno-
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mic power, - the power of withdrawal, for example - not in a sense of

building an empire, but withdrawing trade from those agencies that

don't cooperate. He has a great moral oower, because the INegro is

th only group which is raising the real rioral questions of our time.

RPI, Lel, now wre are back to the element of the struggle whhich Dr.

King places his emphasis on, aren't w re? The moral power is the same
as his theory, isn't it?

RT: Yes, except that I'm looking at it in a different kind of way. t

I'm not saying that the Negro should be a suffering servart for an

'erican conscience.

RPW: Does King say that?

ET: I feel that he does. 1 feel that we have to also be awraro of the

fact that the American conscience has become quite deadened by insen-

sitivity and by lux;ury in many instances. And we have to be prepared

to use other methods to reach theAmerican -

RFPW: Wtlere in the world do you find the conscience, in wrhat country

or group, of ti .e ikina you admire?

RT Nowhere that I lknow of. I think perhaps in certain of the

socia-i-st countries, like Sweden, there's something more - something

of a better awareness of the general wrellbeing ;hat may be true in

England - i don't know - I haven't been tiaere. Itts not true in

Germany. I don't know if there's any place in the world, but I don't

really make my decisions or implement any ideals on the basis of who

else does it.
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RPW: Some people do, of course. They create a Never-Never land,

say it's some Country X or Y or something. One more question. The

tendency of any mass movement or revolutionary movement is to con-

centrate leadership finally in the man, the one, tie leader. Do

you see that movement going on now, in the movement toward a con-

centration of leadership, a concentration of power or the possi-

bility of thlat?

RT: No. On the contrary, I see a proliferation of power and leader-

ship, and I think that is the real - one of tne healthiest signs of

this movement, that they are people all over the place who are

emerging as leaders and I think as long as that's the case then we

have something very creative and positive here. I really would

dread to see the day when that power and that leadership is located

in one-person.

RPW: Take the opposite situation, where it's totally diffused.

TIhere is that - ell, to use a hideous word, responsibility -

located?

RT: Well, I thini: that we can't have t at situation either, and I

think every man is a leader, and I think: that we have to have leaders

in constituencies. I'm saying that Zwe need a lot of conbtituencies

or we need nore than one spokesman for a community. Responsibility

lies in accountabl ti to a constituency. It lies in having so:ebody

to whorm .ou return with your decisions.

RPW: How does responsibility relate to sore vision of
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society?

RT: How does it relate to vision of society?

REW: A vision of what can be had - your ideal city?

RT: Well, it seems to me that I can best make tile example of poli-

tics as I'd like to see them. This ideal of responsibility as I

just outlined it, accountability to a group of people, it seems to

me that many of the problems of our politics today is that the

leaders are not reosponsible and do not fool responsible to anyone

beside themselves anec their own interest. I would like to see the

kind of society where those who are chosen fi'or leadership are respon-

sibility for those who have chosen them and feel responsible 'o their

needs, and i foeel that only by doing this do we have anything that

approaches a dc:iocracy. Only by liminating that personal selfish

otiuv that creeps into so many leaders do we establish the kinci of

society that I think I'11 feel happy anc; secure in.

RFd: This is the end of the conversation with Miss Ruth Turner -

end - end - end - no more.

(end of tape)


